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Protect-All® Flooring Launches Updated Website 
 

 OSCODA, MICHIGAN — Protect-All Flooring is pleased to announce the launch of their newly 
updated website, accessible at www.protect-allflooring.com. The complete overhaul features a variety 
of design and organizational updates that aim to enhance overall user experience and efficiency. 

 The homepage update features easy-to-find links for important functions such as requesting a 
quote, finding a local sales representative, viewing available product colors, company announcements 
and more. Product pages include links to detailed application spotlights as well as quick access to 
product-specific resource documents, and overall site navigation has been reorganized with user needs 
in mind. The new site also features a library of regularly updated training videos that highlight useful 
installation techniques. 

 “Our mission with Protect-All is to provide our customers with the best commercial flooring 
solutions and service,” explained Jerry Lee, National Sales Manager. “We are excited to be able to 
incorporate that mission into the new website and create a valuable, easy-to-use resource for 
everyone.” 

 Visit the new Protect-All flooring website today to explore the updated features. Any questions 
regarding the site can be directed to the Protect-All team at 800-544-9538. 

About Protect-All Flooring 

 Manufactured by Oscoda Plastics®, Inc., and certified as a “High Traction” product by the 
National Floor Safety Institute, Protect-All flooring derives its durability and slip-resistance from the 
specialized thermal fusion process that blends remnant industrial-strength vinyl together into one 
monolithic piece. Oscoda Plastics has recycled over 40 million pounds of vinyl waste into Protect-All, 
keeping it out of our nation’s landfills. In 2014, Protect-All introduced Protect-All Rapid Weld™, a 
groundbreaking installation system that significantly reduces installation labor. For more information, 
please contact Protect-All Flooring at 800-544-9538 or visit www.protect-allflooring.com.  
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